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Abstract
An approach is proposed and numerically investigated to isolate an energetic monocycle pulse in the ultraviolet. The ultraviolet radiation is generated in an attosecond radiation window formed from multicolored, multicycle pulses with mutual phase coherence. Using multiple multicycle pulses with energy scalabilities, the scheme is expected to lead to orders of magnitude higher pulse energy of the monocycle optical radiation than those of the sub-10-fs ultraviolet pulses that have been generated so far. The carrier envelope phase of the monocycle ultraviolet pulse is tailored through the phases of the incident laser radiations.

PACS: 42.65.Re; 42.65.Jx; 42.65.Ky; 42.65.Sf
Ultrashort optical pulses are now available in various wavelength ranges from the x-ray to the infrared. In the ultraviolet (UV) spectral range, several schemes generate ultrashort pulses [1-9], some of which have been applied to probe ultrafast dynamics in molecules [10-14] and ions [15]. The pulse energies of the ultrashort UV pulses reported so far reach one microjoule, while the shortest UV pulse ever generated has a duration shorter than 3 fs [9]. Third-harmonic generation (THG) in a gas medium [1] is employed there, which is initiated by a sub-4-fs pulse, and the available pulse energy is determined by the onset of the photo-ionization [9] as well as the available pulse energy for the sub-4-fs driver. Generation of monocycle pulses in the UV is yet to be demonstrated.

Further shortening the UV pulses towards the single field-oscillation period would allow the excitation of electron wavepackets [16] in the spectral ranges of vacuum-UV and deep-UV for biologically relevant molecules. Higher pulse energy may also be demanded for highly nonlinear interactions such as the ionization [17-19] as well as those generate shorter-wavelength radiations. The UV pulse may also seed the proposed scheme of the monocycle harmonic generation in free-electron lasers that is expected to generate isolated monocycle pulses there [20].

In this Letter, we propose an approach to generate isolated UV pulses with monocycle pulse durations with scalable pulse energies. In contrast to precedent schemes that are based on the light-matter interactions in femtosecond time scales [9], the idea presented here creates an attosecond radiation window within which UV radiations are confined to form an isolated light transient with the comparable duration. This transient window is formed after combining a train of monocycle pulses synthesized from multicycle, multicolored optical pulses and a longer pulse with scalable pulse energies. The scheme mainly relies on four-wave mixing (FWM) for highly efficient frequency up-conversion. Numerical investigations presented in this letter show practical examples of the scheme and the characteristics of the monocycle UV pulses to be generated there.

In the proposed scheme, a train of monocycle pulses and a relatively long laser pulse, the latter of which is hereafter called a gate pulse, are first prepared in the visible to near-infrared (NIR) spectral ranges [(A) in Fig. 1(a)]. The train of monocycle pulses, for instance, can be generated via FWM in a gas medium followed by the Fourier synthesis of the generated multicolor laser lines [21-24]. The gate pulse assumed here is longer than the monocycle pulse but short enough compared to the separation between two adjacent monocycle pulses in the train. As illustrated in Fig. 1 (a), when degenerate FWM is induced by the pulses in a transparent medium, the gate pulse nonlinearily slices the temporal fraction where it coincides with one of the monocycle pulses in the train for frequency up-conversion into the UV: which is hereafter referred to as nonlinear optical-pulse slicing (NOPS). Since the FWM is a third-order nonlinear interaction, the UV radiation is confined within a temporal window with a duration much narrower than any of the gate pulse and the monocycle pulses in the train. To be specific, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b), the radiation is confined within the cube (solid line) of the intensity of the incident radiation (dotted line) synthesized by the pulse train and the gate pulse, which has an attosecond duration determined by the wavelengths of the constituent spectral components.

The numerical simulation in this research relies on the forward Maxwell equation that directly treats the evolution of electric field [25-27]. For propagation in a gas-filled hollow fiber, the equation for the longitudinal field component

\[
\frac{\partial \tilde{E}(z,\omega)}{\partial z} = \left( i \beta(\omega) - \frac{\omega}{v_g} \right) \tilde{E}(z,\omega) + \frac{i \omega^2}{2 \beta(\omega) \varepsilon_0 c^2} \int A(x,y)^2 F^\ast[P_N(z,t)]dx dy + \frac{-i n(\omega_n) \omega}{2 \beta(\omega) c} \int A(x,y)^2 \left[U, F \left(W(\rho_{\omega_n} - \rho)E(z,t)/I \right) - \left[1 + i \omega \sigma_r(x,y)\right] \sigma(x,y,\omega) F\{\rho E(z,t)\} \right] \right] dx dy
\]

with the time-evolution of the electron density:
\[ \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} = W(I)(\rho_{\text{sat}} - \rho) + \frac{\sigma}{U_i} \rho I. \]  

\( A(x, y) \) is the transverse field component, the nonlinear polarization \( P^NL(z, t) = \varepsilon_0 \chi^{(3)} E^3(t) \) is of the third-order nonlinearity [28,29], and the integrals account for the nonlinearity reduction [25,28]. The frequency-dependent propagation constant or eigen value \( \beta(\omega) \) has contributions from the material (gas) and the waveguide (hollow fiber) [30]. The extinction coefficient \( \alpha(\omega) \) accounts for the propagation loss for the guided mode, and \( n(\omega) \) is the refractive index of the medium at the carrier frequency of the electric field.

The wave equation is numerically solved with the split-step Fourier method and the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method for the nonlinear step [25,31] assuming the guided mode of EH\(_{11} \) for \( A(x, y) \) [30]. Argon is assumed throughout in this letter as the gas medium filled in the hollow core with a diameter of 320 μm, and the wavelength-dependent refractive index of it is calculated with the dispersion parameters in [32]. The nonlinear refractive index of argon is \( 1 \times 10^{-19} \text{ p cm}^2/\text{W} \) where \( p \) is the ratio of the argon pressure to one atmosphere [33]. The pressure of the argon gas is assumed to be 0.019 bar. \( W \) is the ionization rate calculated with the Keldysh-PPT formalism [26,27,34] using the carrier frequency and the time-dependent field amplitude of the electric field [26,33], \( U_i \) is the ionization potential, \( \rho = \rho(x, y, t) \) and \( \rho_{\text{sat}} \) are the electron density and the initial density of neutral species being the ideal gas, respectively. \( F\{\} \) shows Fourier transform, \( c \) is the speed of light in vacuum, \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the vacuum permittivity, and \( I = I(x, y, z, t) \) is the intensity of the laser pulse. The electron-neutral collision time \( \tau_c \) for the inverse Bremsstrahlung is calculated with the hard-sphere model [35] and the van der Waals radius given in [36], while the cross section \( \sigma \) is calculated by the Drude model in the numerical simulation [27,37].

The ionization effects have nontrivial contributions in the intensity range assumed in this research, and hence are always involved in the numerical simulations. In fact, the above model leads to a pulse energy of 0.3 μJ that is close to the experimental value of 0.5 μJ for the UV radiation generated after the THG in argon driven by a 6-fs pulse with an intensity of \( 4 \times 10^{14} \text{ W/cm}^2 \) [8]. The simulation overestimates the energy by an order of magnitude when the ionization-related terms are dropped from the equation.

To simulate the NOPs scheme, three multicycle pulses with pulse durations of 50 fs and central wavelengths of 1200, 800, and 600 nm are assumed to be temporally overlapped with each other without relative time delays to form a train of monocycle pulses with a duration of 2.7 fs and a repetition period of 8 fs. The pulse energy assumed in each is 75 μJ for 1200 and 600 nm, and 150 μJ for 800 nm, respectively. Such three-color radiations may be prepared by four-wave mixing in gases with a mutual phase coherence [38,39]. A shorter multicycle pulse with a duration of 8 fs, a central wavelength of 400 nm, and a pulse energy of 150 μJ is assumed to be the gate pulse. The pulse shapes of these spectral components are of the sech function, and the carrier-envelope phases (CEPs) of all the incident radiations are assumed to be zero to form carrier waves with cosine functions. The pulse train and the gate pulse are assumed to be simultaneously coupled with no relative time delay with respect to each other into the argon-filled hollow fiber with a length of 380 mm to simulate the profile of the UV laser radiation generated in the hollow fiber under the frame of reference propagating at the group velocity at 800 nm.

As shown in Fig. 2(a), the simulated spectrum of the output laser radiation from the hollow fiber forms a continuum spanning from the NIR to the vacuum-UV. It consists of the input radiations [(i), (ii)] and the UV radiation generated in the hollow fiber [(iii)]. The temporal intensity profile of the UV continuum in the wavelength range of 133–320 nm is of an isolated pulse with a duration (full width at half maximum, FWHM) of 1.4 fs or a 1.7-cycle pulse with a carrier wavelength of 250 nm. The temporal profile was calculated after applying a hard-edge spectral filter to the output radiation, extracting the UV continuum. The pulse is slightly longer than the transform-limited duration of 1.2 fs calculated from the spectrum. The pulse energy of the UV pulse is 7.5 μJ or 5% of that of the incident gate pulse. If the relative phase
between the gate pulse and the pulse train remains unchanged, the temporal intensity profile of the UV pulse does not vary appreciably. This is illustrated in Fig. 2(b) in which the temporal intensity profiles of the UV radiations are calculated for 9 different CEPs of the input radiations of $\phi = 0, \pi/8, \pi/4, \pi/2, 3\pi/4, \pi, 5\pi/4, 3\pi/2$, and $7\pi/4$ with a fixed relative phase, i.e., $\phi = \phi_t$ with the CEP of the pulse train of $\phi$ and that of the gate pulse of $\phi_g$, respectively. This stability against the CEP variation relates to the fact that the intensity of the UV radiation generated via the FWM is proportional to the square of the nonlinear polarization. In other words, the intensity is proportional to the cube of the intensity of the incident synthesized field. The temporal intensity profile of the incident laser radiation synthesized from the pulse train and the gate pulse does not vary with a change in the CEPs provided that the relative phase remains unchanged. The temporal intensity profile of the UV radiation is therefore not sensitive to the CEPs but to the relative phase. This scenario may be valid if the contribution of THG is negligibly small compared to that of the FWM. In general, much higher efficiencies are experimentally reported for FWM [2,38,40,41] than that for THG [1,4,8,42]. Numerical simulations on THG induced by a NIR pulse with the same intensity as that for the incident synthesized pulse for the NOPS have implied that the contribution from THG is at least an order of magnitude smaller than the FWM (data not shown).

There is, however, slight variation in the temporal intensity profile with a change in the CEP [slight deviation among the solid lines in Fig. 2(b)]. This may relate to the interference between the FWM and the weak THG. Given the CEP of the incident synthesized radiation of $\phi_n$, the FWM or self-phase modulation (SPM) induced by the synthesized intense radiation, shares this $\phi_n$. On the one hand, the THG generates radiation with a phase of $3\phi_n + \pi/2$. The relative phase between the two radiations generated from the FWM and THG varies as a function of $2\phi_n$, which, through the interference, should result in the slight variation in the temporal intensity profile shown in the figure. For $\phi_n = 0$ and $\phi_n = \pi$, the relative phases become identical and expected to give the identical intensity profile of the synthesized field. Both the temporal intensity profiles and spectra of the UV radiations simulated for these two specific cases have indeed completely coincided.

The UV radiation is generated as if no monocycle pulses existed in the pulse train except the one temporally overlapped with the gate pulse. This is visualized in Fig. 2(b) in which the temporal intensity profile of the UV radiation is calculated for the same interaction as above but after the replacement of the pulse train by a purely isolated monocycle pulse with the same pulse duration and intensity. The pulse duration of the UV radiation is 1.6 fs which is close to the duration of the UV radiation in the NOPS. Both the UV radiations from the two schemes have similar structures except the weak pedestal component that is present only for the NOPS scheme.

The pulse duration of the UV radiation depends on the propagation length in the hollow fiber as well as the width of the radiation window discussed above. This is because the group-velocity dispersion (GVD) tends to broaden the UV pulse duration. During the propagation in the fiber, the incident synthesized pulse changes its shape from a single-peak structure (a) to dual peaks (d) during the propagation as shown in Figs. 3(a-d). The variation originates from the change in the relative phase between the pulse train and the gate pulse due to the GVD. To be specific, the pulse shape at the propagation distance $z$ of 127 mm [Fig. 3 (b)] is similar to that of the incident radiation with the relative phase of $\pi/2$ shown in Fig. 3(f), while the profile in Fig. 3(d) is close to that with the relative phase of $\pi$ in Fig. 3(g). Owing to the change in the shape during the propagation, the UV pulse is delayed with respect to the peak of the synthesized field intensity within which the UV radiation is initially generated. The delay leads to the pulse duration of the UV pulse at the exit of the fiber (1.4 fs) that is longer than the radiation window formed by the incident synthesized radiation (0.75 fs). The complete separation of the UV radiation peak from the input radiation peak at the exit of the fiber [Fig. 3(d)] saturates the growth of the peak intensity of the UV radiation. The temporal intensity profile of the UV pulse is also sensitive to that of the incident synthesized pulse. For instance, both the input [Fig. 3(g)] and output UV [Fig. 3(j)] radiations have two peaks when the CEPs of the pulse train and the gate pulse, respectively, are $\phi = 0$ and $\phi_g = \pi$.

Higher pulse energies of the input pulses lead to a higher efficiency in the energy conversion from the gate pulse
into the UV radiation. The numerical simulation for the NOPS has been repeated with 5-times and 10-times higher input intensities [Fig. 4(a)]. The temporal intensity profiles of the UV radiations in the two cases also have isolated pulse structures with similar durations of 1.8 fs and 1.5 fs after propagation lengths of 70 mm and 51 mm, respectively. Since the NOPS relies on the third-order nonlinearity, the conversion efficiency is sensitive to the intensity. The energy conversion efficiencies from the gate pulse to the UV radiation in the former and the latter, respectively, are 10% and 20%. The latter corresponds to the pulse energy of the UV radiation of 290 μJ, and the peak intensity of the UV radiation saturates after the complete depletion of the portion of the gate pulse which coincides with the incident monocycle pulse. The main peak in the pulse train, which is responsible for the generation of the UV radiation, is also depleted there. Such depletion is not observed in numerical simulations with dropped source terms related to photo-ionization, resulting in the propagation of the UV radiation without the saturation. The pulse duration of the UV radiation is also affected by the photo-ionization: which is a different regime from the above NOPS with the lower intensity of the incident radiations. Since the depletion terminates the energy flow into the UV radiation, the UV pulse should propagate over a certain distance after the saturation without notable variation in the temporal profile. The numerical simulation indeed showed such a stable propagation. Since the confocal parameter of the incident laser beam at 1200 nm is calculated to be 56 mm, free-space focusing geometry may be applied rather than the use of a hollow fiber in this highly nonlinear regime.

Stable propagation of an isolated sub-2-fs DUV pulse was also theoretically investigated in a previous research for the FWM in the filamentation regime [43]. Similar to the above NOPS situations, incident laser pulses with a millijoule-level energy is assumed there, but to induce the self-channeling enabling the nonlinear propagation over a long distance. Even with the simpler scheme proposed for the self-compression with only the two-color, multi-cycle incident radiations, a sub-2-fs DUV pulse is predicted to emerge with a pulse energy of 15 μJ after a long propagation distance in excess of 1 m. The short pulse duration is retained in the subsequent propagation over 300 mm without a significant reduction in the intensity [43]. In the NOPS scheme, on the other hand, an isolated sub-2-fs DUV pulse emerges at the beginning of the propagation, and the short pulse duration is retained in the subsequent propagation during which the peak intensity increases. A combination of the NOPS and the filamentation regime might lead to propagation of sub-2-fs DUV pulses over a longer propagation distance than those in the present research and the filamentation regime: which is beyond the scope of the present research (and the future works that follow).

For a locked relative phase between the pulse train and gate pulse, the incident spectral components at 1200, 800, 600, and 400 nm may be, for instance, generated from a CEP-stable Ti:sapphire chirped-pulse amplifier (CPA) followed by frequency conversions with white-light-seeded optical parametric amplifiers (OPA) and second-harmonic generation. When the CEP of the Ti:sapphire CPA is not stable, an alternative scheme may be applied: generation of all the necessary spectral components through a white-light seeded OPA or FWM. One of the practical examples uses three laser radiations at 1200 nm (50 fs), 800 nm (50 fs), and 600 nm (8 fs, gate pulse). There, the two radiations at 1200 nm and 600 nm are seeded with a white-light generated by focusing the Ti:sapphire laser radiation (800 nm) into a transparent medium, followed by amplification via OPA pumped at 800 nm and 400 nm. The pulse energies assumed here are 300 μJ for each spectral component at 1200 nm and 800 nm, while 200 μJ at 600 nm. The electric field of the monocycle UV radiation to be generated after the propagation in the argon-filled hollow fiber at a propagation distance of 575 mm is simulated for the CEPs of \( \phi = \phi_g = 0 \) in Fig. 4 (b). The temporal profile was calculated after applying a hard-edge spectral filtering that extracts the spectral components in a range of 133-500 nm. Owing to the reduction in the number of the incident spectral components, the width of the radiation window is stretched to 1.2 fs. The generated UV radiation has a carrier wavelength of 360 nm, and a pulse duration of 1.1 fs or a monocycle pulse duration. The pulse energy is 37 μJ, majority of which is coming from long-wavelength components out of the full radiation range of 133–500 nm.

The point in the NOPS is to form a temporal window with a single peaked structure with an extremely short width
while preventing the formation of intense satellite-pulse structures. If this requirement is met, any sets of wavelengths may be acceptable as the input radiations in NOPS. For instance, the radiation window may be formed from a gate pulse at 800 nm and two multicycle pulses at 600 nm and 1200 nm. Such a generalized NOPS may be discussed in terms of SPM induced by the incident synthesized pulse: the FWM becomes SPM when all the three input electric fields in the FWM are identical. Within the temporal window given by the synthesized field, SPM generates a new frequency component whose intensity is proportional to the cube of it. The NOPS therefore may be regarded as SPM induced by a laser pulse as short as about 1 fs. This corresponds to the situation where the generation of UV continuum by a 12-fs excitation pulse in Ref. [5] is realized with an order of magnitude shorter input and output UV pulses.

The monocycle UV pulse generated in the NOPS may be directly used without filtering out the input spectral components, for instance, for seeding free-electron lasers. Seeding the high-gain harmonic generation scheme [44,45] may give wavelength tunability or multicolor radiations with mutual phase coherence. The UV pulse with the tailored CEP may lead to an access to the CEP of the monocycle pulses from the free-electron lasers based on the monocycle harmonic generation [20]. To separate the UV radiation from the incident radiations, the 4-f zero-dispersion geometry with diffraction gratings and curved mirrors may be applied with a broad bandwidth and a moderate throughput reached by the available gratings in the UV range.

In conclusion, we have proposed a concept of nonlinear optical pulse slicing that leads to generation of an isolated monocycle pulse in the UV. It requires only multicycle laser pulses and has a potential of generation of monocycle pulses with energies orders of magnitude higher than currently available ultrashort UV sources. Such an energetic monocycle source should pave the way to various sciences and technologies involving nonlinear light-matter interactions and seeded FELs.
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of NOPS scheme. (b) Intensity of the incident synthesized pulse (dotted line, $A$), the attosecond time window (solid line, $B$), and the intensity of the UV radiation (solid area), which are the simulation results in Fig. 3(a) for the propagation length of 2 mm. Vertical arrows show the locations of the incident monocycle pulses.

FIG. 2. Simulated (a) spectral and (b) temporal profiles. In (a), the frequency is normalized by that corresponds to a wavelength of 800 nm. The spectral regions (i), (ii), and (iii), respectively, are of the incident pulse train, gate pulse, and the generated UV radiation. In (b), the temporal intensity profiles of the UV radiations simulated for the 9 different phases are shown with solid lines. Solid area is the profile of the UV radiation generated by use of the pure isolated monocycle pulse and the gate pulse.

FIG. 3. (a-d) Simulated temporal intensities of the incident synthesized pulses (dotted line) and the UV radiation at propagation distances of (a) 2, (b) 127, (c) 253, and (d) 378 mm, respectively. Simulated temporal intensities of (e-g) the incident synthesized pulses at the entrance and (h-j) the UV radiations at the exit of the fiber (h-j). The CEPs of the incident radiations are: (e, h) $\phi_t = \phi_g = 0$; (f, i) $\phi_t = \pi/2$, $\phi_g = 0$; (g, j) $\phi_t = 0$, $\phi_g = \pi$.

FIG. 4. (a) Normalized temporal intensity profiles of the UV radiations simulated for the gate-pulse intensities of 0.76 (broken line), 2.3 (dotted line), and $7.6 \times 10^{14}$ W/cm$^2$ (solid line), respectively. (b) Simulated electric field of the UV radiation generated in the NOPS with the three incident spectral components.